
Week 4

Windows Configuration 
Management

MIS 5170

Operating System Security



Tonight’s Plan

q Questions from Last Week
q Review on-line posts
q In The News
q Configuration Management Practices
q Windows Group Policies
q Baselines
q Intrusion Detection/Prevention
q Assignment 2 Overview
q Next Week
q Quiz
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Configuration Management Practices

q What is configuration Management?

q How can it help us?
q How can it secure an operating system?

q What are the steps?
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Configuration Management Practices (cont)

q What is configuration Management?
¤ Configuration Management is a set of 

steps that creates and maintains 
consistency in our case of an 
operating system.

¤ This can be a Baseline, which we will 
look at later tonight.

¤ Can be as simple as a run-book, which 
is a set of documents that is followed 
when installing an operating system or 
application on top of said operating 
system.
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Configuration Management Practices (cont)

q How can it help us?
¤ This can help us to find deviation when we run a baseline 

difference scan.
n Baseline Difference Scan = what has changed or is no longer equal 

to a setting we want to maintain

¤ Tools like PowerShell Desired State Configuration
n https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/PowerShell/dsc/overview
n Download of PowerShell 5: https://www.microsoft.com/en-

us/download/confirmation.aspx?id=50395
n How to : https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-

us/powershell/dsc/configurations#compiling-the-configuration
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Configuration Management Practices (cont)

q How can it secure an operating system?
¤ Track what we don’t want to see happen in the environment; and 

flag them as invalid values.
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Configuration Management Practices (cont)

q How can it secure an operating system? (cont)
¤ By tracking and alerting for those settings that just should not be 

in the environment. 
n https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc939702.aspx
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Configuration Management Practices (cont)

q What are the steps?
¤ Review company policies or best practices like:

n CIS Windows Security Baseline: On-Line
n Microsoft Windows Baseline: On-Line

¤ Create a run-book or use tools like PowerShell DSC (Desired 
State Configuration)

¤ Create a script or an Image, similar to what we have done with 
our snap-shots

¤ Use an Imaging utility or SCCM Deployment, VM VDIs, etc
¤ Run a difference baseline to see if there is drift

n If so chose set them back or alert on drift
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Configuration Management Practices (cont)

q Questions?
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Windows Group Policies

q What is it?

q How can it help us?
q How can it secure our operating system?

q How can it help improve efficiency?

q How can it hurt us?
q Demo
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Windows Group Policies (cont)

q What is it?
¤ Windows Group Policy is a Microsoft answer to 

n Group Policy is the central component of the Change and 
Configuration Management features of the Microsoft® Windows® 
2000 operating system.

n https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb742376.aspx

¤ A tool that allows you to better control and manage your 
Windows operating system.  We extensions even non-Windows 
computers can be managed and configured.
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Windows Group Policies (cont)

q How can it help us?
¤ Create a set of “settings” or find a set of “settings” from a 

Baseline standard (I promise we will get to a baseline)
¤ Use Group Policies to apply them to computers via Groups, OUs, 

etc. (OU = a folder structure concept)
¤ Set the interval of refresh (Fancy term every 8 hours)
¤ Enforce settings or start where they need to be

n Preferences = where I should set them if they have never been set 
before. (a subset of group policies that fills in, but not enforces)
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Windows Group Policies (cont)

q How can it secure our operating system?
¤ This tool can help us keep “settings” like our registry example 

below to not be in our computing environment.
n Apply to all our admins to always have this value = 0 (Why?)
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Windows Group Policies (cont)

q How can it help improve efficiency?
¤ Once you have created these setting, you can apply them to all 

computer(s).  100s if not 1000s of computers.
¤ Once you have them, you can change those settings in one place 

to update all you computer(s)
n Create test policies for one of testing
n Update main policy once individual testing has taken place
n Move single computer to new testing OU to test changes.

n What’s an OU?
n A folder like structure of objects
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Windows Group Policies (cont)

q How can it hurt us?
¤ You will be making the change to possibly all computers in your 

company at once if you are not careful.
¤ Tattooing – No not the thing you hide on your arm or some place 

worse when you flew to Vegas and had to much to drink
n A setting that is applied to a computer and can not be rolled-back by 

clearing that setting (via a group policy change).

¤ Delegation required might need you to limit who should and can 
do this operations 
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Windows Group Policies (cont)

q Demo
¤ https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server-
docs/identity/ad-ds/plan/delegating-administration-of-account-
ous-and-resource-ous

¤ http://www.howtogeek.com/howto/7553/remove-shutdown-and-
restart-buttons-in-windows-7/
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Windows Group Policies (cont)

q Questions?
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Baselines

q What is a Baseline?

q How can this help us?
q What are some Baselines?

q Specific Details about Baselines.

q Demo
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Baselines (cont)

q What is a Baseline?
¤ A Baseline is (aka Merriam-Webster) – information that is used as 

a starting point by which to compare other information.
n Not very helpful?
n For a computer the starting point is when you install it from an ISO.

¤ Let us think of it as What we want a computer to allow it’s users 
or processes to be able to do or not do.  A minimum security 
model, ‘Least Privileges’ or where is that line in the sand?
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Baselines (cont)

q How can this help us? (Questions to oneself)
¤ This can help us trigger that something is wrong or someone is 

trying to make something go wrong.
¤ Should we write a vulnerability (Possibly known as a ‘Risk’) 

against the delta or is it an exception we should track
¤ Should we tighten up from detective to preventative?

q These are some questions that could help frame the specifics 
of what we find.
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Baselines (cont)

q What are some Baselines?
¤ NIST – National Institute of Standards and Technology

n https://usgcb.nist.gov/usgcb/microsoft/download_win7.html
n Still looks like they only have Windows 7 (any comments?)

¤ CIS Benchmark – Center for Internet Security.
n http://community.mis.temple.edu/mis5170sec001sec701sp2018/files

/2018/02/CIS_Microsoft_Windows_10_Enterprise_Release_1703_B
enchmark_v1.3.0.pdf

¤ ISO 27002 – Information security standard published by the 
International Organization for Standardization.

¤ ISF – Information Security Forum.
n https://www.securityforum.org/consultancy/information-security-

readiness-benchmark/
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Baselines (cont)

q Specific Details about Baselines.
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Baselines (cont)
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Baselines (cont)
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Baselines (cont)

q Demo
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Baselines (cont)

q Questions?
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Assignment 2 Overview

q Requirements – a presentation style document and video to 
C-Level team on your choices and justification
¤ Build a video of what you did with justification.
¤ 8 – 10 page power point on the teams recommendation for the 

baselines items being implemented
¤ Create a Windows Domain Controller a type 2 hypervisor.
¤ Create a Windows Desktop box connected to the Domain.
¤ Apply the settings from your baseline via  a Group Policy to the 

Windows Desktop box.

q Due Date: Feb 21nd
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Next Week

q Questions from previous week

q Patching
¤ Native Patching Tools
¤ Third-Party

q Vulnerability Scanning and Remediation
q Free Group Working Sessions

q Questions about Assignment 2 (Due Feb 21nd)
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Quiz

q We can start the Quiz
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